
LLMs can chat;
but are they socially 
intelligent?

What we build
SOTOPIA, a platform for evaluating (and 
simulating*) goal-driven social interaction 
among humans and AIs.

What we find
1. alignment of LLM evaluation** w/ human is 
strong on some eval aspects and weak on 
others***.
2. Performance of LLMs varies a lot, but even 
the best one (GPT-4) still falls behind humans

* ongoing works on simulating social agents with SOTOPIA.
** 0-shot GPT-4
*** significantly worse when evaluating human behaviors.
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Friends

Goal (for Agent 1): Keep theoneblanket you
have just foryourself

Scenario

Goal (for Agent 2): Convinceyour friend to share
theblanket withyou

Two friendsarecamping in thewilderness
and the temperaturedrops significantly at
night

It's getting really cold. Any chance I can
have your blanket?

hmmm, but I am cold and I think I need
this blanket more...

Well, can we share the blanket then? It
could make both of us warmer!

I see, I guess in that case I will just layer
more clothes then

I am not really comfortable with staying
that close to you, sorry.

Put more clothes on and move away from
William.

covers a wide range of different
social interaction types

social tasks are contextualized
in character backgrounds and 

relationships
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Collect human-human, 
human-AI, AI-AI interaction 

data and eval w/ GPT-4 
and humans on 7 

dimensions

When evaluating models, 
GPT-4 aligns with humans’ 

judgement 74% of the 
time.
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Goal Completion

Human interacting with GPT-4 in 
Sotopia
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Results
GPT-4’s average 

scores in all 
dimensions 

when interacting 
with MPT 
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Up Next…
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